The Geographical Factors in Cleft Lip and Cleft Palate among Infants as Congenital Anomalies over West Bengal: A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis
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Abstract

Cleft of lip and palate provided most common consecutive congenital anomalies which affect the mouth and related structures of human being. The cleft occurs when certain body parts and structures do not fuse together during fetal development. The clefts have a complex etiology with genetic and environmental playing role. It is seen that about 20% of birth defects are caused by genetic or hereditary factors and about 10% of birth defects are caused by environmental factors such as infection, radiation, pollution, biomedical and hazardous waste and drugs etc. The frequencies of different genetic disorders depend upon various factors such as genetic background of the population and the type of environment to which the population is exposed. This article main aims to the review and analysis in the point of geographical mind of congenital anomalies associated with cleft lip and palate among Infants.
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Background

Cleft lip and cleft Palate are the most common facial congenital defects [1-3]. Facial structure over human beings has been gained remarkable scientific interest worldwide over the past decades [4-8]. Single or multiple defects in one or many organs of the child results increasing mortality rate [4-8]. It is seen from investigations that about 3% of the million annual births are affected by major structural and functional defects per year in world [9-10]. Birth defects causes by a genetic infection [6, 11-12] or environmental factors [13] but the majority of all congenital disorders still have no exact detectable cause [14]. About 20% of birth defects are caused by genetic or hereditary factors and about 10% of birth defects are caused by environmental factors such as infection, radiation, pollution, biomedical and hazardous waste and drugs etc. [13-17]. The frequencies of different genetic disorders depend upon
various factors such as genetic background of the population and the type of environment to which the population is exposed [13-17]. These environmental factors can cause death, severe birth defects on the developing baby depending on when during pregnancy the exposure occurs [18-19]. Thus, medical science has identified the cause of about 30% of birth defects [14]. That means about 70% remain without a straightforward cause. These birth defects have multi-factorial causes, or the causes are simply unknown [17]. Multi-factorial means that the defect is caused by a complicated combination of both genetic and environmental factors. In this regards, researchers across the globe are busy searching newly protocols over defects to efficiently reduce concentration of congenital malformations of human beings through sustainable ways. In this aspect, in recent decades, congenital heart defects (CHDs) and cleft lip and palate (CL/P) were identified as most common types of congenital defects [20-23]. Congenital heart disease (CHD) is an abnormality in morphological structure and functional metabolism caused by abnormal development of the heart and large blood vessels during the embryonic period or a congenital deformity in which the orifices that are present during the foetal period and are used for blood circulation remain open after birth [24]. However, from the literature review it is seen that orofacial clefts (OFC) are also very common birth defects worldwide with an incidence of 1.7 per 1000 babies being diagnosed with OFC [20-23]. Among these, cleft lip and cleft palate (CL/P or cleft lip/palate) are most common in India [25-28]. From the literature survey, only a few research works are found related to cleft lip and cleft Palate which is most common facial congenital defects in India. CL/P is a common congenital anomaly with complex etiology, involving genetic and environmental factors [22, 29-30]. Our studies have identified associations between different health problems and environmental pollution [31-35]. Clefts can involve the lip and/or the roof of the mouth (palate). It seems that CL/P varies considerably in occurrence with wide variability across geographic origin, racial and ethnic groups as well as environmental exposures and socioeconomic status (SES) [31-37]. Although, it is not a major cause of mortality in our countries, CL/P does cause considerable morbidity to affected children who goes beyond the obvious disfigurement of face and extends to repeated infections, social stigma, and mental impairment that affect the speech, hearing, and teeth formation.

It is seen that the overall worldwide prevalence of cleft lip with or without the cleft of palate is 9.92 per 10,000. The prevalence of cleft lip is 3.28 per 10,000, and that of the cleft lip and palate together is 6.64 per 10,000 [38]. Lowest incidence occurs in Native American tribes of Montana, USA, which is 1:2076 [39]. In India, approx birth rate is estimated to be 24.5 million births per year and prevalence of clefts cases are somewhere between 27,000 and 33,000 cases per year [25-28]. Inequalities exist, both in access to and qualities of cleft care with distinct differences among urban versus rural areas. Due to this inequality along with lack of awareness has lead to the accumulation of untreated clefts of the lip and palate leading to a significant health care problem in India [25-28].

![Figure 1: Congenital anomalies associated with Cleft Lip and Cleft Palate among infants due to genetic and environmental factors](image-url)

Indian sub continent being a geographically and economically different region than others, the demographic, prenatal and clinical profile of the clefts cases found in this region also differs. The condition in tropical countries like India becomes even worse due to poverty and illiteracy. However, India being economically a developing country
is expanding the medical facilities available in the rural area. The various geographically difficult regions such as mountainous region of North and North-eastern India and plains of the Central Indian and the Southern region have diverse culture, religion and living standards. Due to insufficient, ineffective and disproportionate penetration of health care facilities the population at large have suffered a lot in terms of basic health care facilities. However, certain NGOs and government agencies by means of various health projects have done excellent work overall but still lot of rural masses are deprived of quality and good health care. Various studies have shown that due to improvement of economic condition, literacy rate and more importantly the improvement in health care infrastructure are resulting in better care of cases suffering from cleft disease. In addition, due to lack of awareness and illiteracy rate, the patients of cleft remain untreated or misguided by some quacks [40]. But also despite the general improvement of the environment there is lack of interdisciplinary treatment approach at majority of the centres, and hence there is a need for better and effective collaboration among the specialist for the health care needs of the cleft cases [41].

Overall incidence of cleft lip and palate is approximately 1 in 600 to 800 live births (1.42 in 1000) and isolated cleft palate occurs approximately in 1 in 2000 live births. Thus, the typical distributions of cleft types are [28]:

1. Cleft lip alone – 15%
2. Cleft lip and palate – 45%
3. Isolated cleft palate – 40%.

Many researches through their studies have revealed the genetic complexity in Indian children suffering from oral cleft lip and palate [42-46]. India being one the fastest developing country is covered with many young and enthusiastic researchers who are struggling hard in their laboratory to find the genetic reasons along with the environmental effects resulting in oral clefting in Indian population.

The frequency of occurrence of cleft lip and cleft palate differs with regard to gender and side of clefting. Cleft lip is more common in males at a 2:1 male to female ratio, whereas a cleft palate is more common in females with a ratio of 1:2 male to female [47]. Approximately 90% of clefts are unilateral [37]. Among unilateral cases of CL/P, left-sided clefts are common (66%) than right-sided clefts at a 2:1 ratio of left- to right-sided clefts [47]. Figure 2 shows the prevalence of cleft lip and cleft palate.

The epidemiological studies have reported, adult patients with CL/P may suffer from various difficulties such as esthetics, difficulty in speech, hearing, and psychosocial problems. These individuals may have episodes of depression, low self-esteem and low emotional development even after achieving satisfactory cosmetic, functional, and speech therapy. Many adults will reach a point at which they refuse take the final stages of dental and other surgical treatment. All these problems associated life-long impact on the quality of life of the CL/P patients.

![Figure 2. Prevalence of Cleft Lip and Palate (CLP) [30]](image-url)
It was noted that about 49.9% of CLP group and 12.4% of Non-CLP group admitted that they received inadequate support from strangers which is shown in Figure 3 and 4 [48]. About 40.4% of CLP group and 15.6% of NCLP group reported that they received inadequate support from authorities, thus affecting the relationship with authorities. 34.3% of CLP group and 15.6% of NCLP group reported that they received inadequate support from their subordinates, thus affecting the relationships with subordinates. 40% of CLP group and 12.5% of Non-CLP group reported of inadequate support affecting the relationships with equals. Nearly 40.5% of CLP group and 12.5% of Non-CLP reported that they received less support even from their friends, thus affecting the relationships with friends. About 18.6% of CLP group reported that they received less support from their parents and children, thus affecting the child–parent relationships.

**Figure 3.** Percentage of population facing environmental barriers with support and relationship in cleft lip and palate group across different categories [48]

**Figure 4:** Percentage of population facing environmental barriers with support and relationship in noncleft lip and palate group across different categories [48]

In this article we have reported the risk factors for the cleft lip and palate CL/P, emphasizing environmental contamination and other associated factors leading to the cleft lip and cleft palate among infants (less than 5 years) in West Bengal.
Objectives

The objectives of the present study are as follows:

1. To assess and investigate the associated congenital factors leading to cleft lip and cleft palate among infants.

2. To evaluate the issues related to this disability among the children.

3. To study the genetic profiles of disability person individually. After that the aim of setting up such centers should be to provide quality comprehensive & multidisciplinary treatment for patients belonging to sections of society with cleft and craniofacial anomalies.

4. To collect the data on the patients from various medical College of West Bengal, India.

5. To suggest and give awareness against the negative effects of consanguinity and about the hazardous effects.

6. To suggest sustainable pathways and some awareness programmes with help of Doctors, Government health authorities along with the NGOs.
   a. For the society in general; and
   b. For the affected children

Through which they may have better life opportunities.

Some of the well-known environmental factors in our study areas over West Bengal in India

West Bengal, state of India, located eastern part of the country. The majority of West Bengal’s people live in rural villages. Of those living in urban areas, more than half reside in greater Kolkata. West Bengal is now divided in 23 districts. As per the statistics of 2011 census, West Bengal has a literacy rate of 77.08%. Out of the total population of 91,276,115 people, 61,538,281 people are literate in the state. The literacy rate of the male population in the state is 81.69%. However, amount of females, literacy rate is 70.54%. So, the environmental risk factors such as maternal exposure to tobacco, tobacco smoke, alcohol, poor nutrition, viral infection, improper medications, and teratogens at the workplace and home in early pregnancy are focused as some of the important etiological factors. The role of maternal nutrition and, multivitamins in particular, in orofacial clefts cases remains unclear. Furthermore, assessments of dietary intake or biochemical measures of nutritional status of OFC cases are challenging and often not available among the many impoverished populations suffering from the highest rates of orofacial clefts disease. The main environmental factors which has been reported to possibly increasing the risk of orofacial clefts cases is tobacco smoking, alcohol consumption, solvents and agricultural chemicals as well as unwanted air pollution.

Recently over West Bengal it is seen that the heavy metals exposure such as lead, nickel, mercury, cadmium, among other substances and pollutant particles act as another risk factors for congenital malformations such as CL/P. Breathing pollution during early pregnancy is linked to a higher risk for certain serious multi-factorial birth defect causing congenital anomalies like Cleft Lip and Cleft Palate.
Geographic factors influencing the congenital anomalies

It is quite important to notice that prevalence of orofacial clefts (OFC) world-wide and it’s related with geographic, climate, and socio-epidemiological factors is still a focus of many studies. It is seen that a very important ethnic and social dependence factors arise from the investigation which has been reported to possibly increasing the risk of orofacial clefts cases [49-52]. Geographic factors have a great meaning in orofacial cleft predisposition, occurrence and treatment methods. Although this study did not establish causal relationships, it showed the spatial interaction between Because of habits, social conditions, drug abuse as well as tobacco and alcohol consumption in different geographic regions during pregnancy is highly related with hereditary disease occurrence and predisposition. If more risk factors accumulate it is more possible for many diseases to appear. Several epidemiological studies showed an increased prevalence of CL/P in patients whose mothers were exposed to smoking, alcohol consumption (binge levels), antiepileptic medications, Corticosteroids, nutritional deficiencies (folic acid) and infectious diseases during pregnancy may adversely affect the intrauterine environment during embryogenesis. These environmental factors found to increase the risk of a risk factor for non-syndromic cleft lip with or without cleft palate (NSCL/P).

Exposure to risk factors in pregnancy such as alcohol may induce cleft lip and palate. When alcohol is combined with other factors, such as tobacco, drugs, and also other socio-geographic factors cleft risk is greatly higher [31-35]. Miller et al. 2006 study performed in Russian region Murmansk in baby homes and orphanages suggest that geographic region of Murmansk and its greater expression of prenatal exposure to alcohol. Because of that children’s growth, maturation and even occurring symptoms are more common. Tobacco intake seems to have the most serious influence on OFC according to Lebby et al, 2010.

It is observed from literature that low social status with abuse of tobacco, alcohol and/or drug addiction have a great effect on predisposition to orofacial clefts, and also use during pregnancy is causing not only orofacial clefts but also other congenital syndromes and malformations. Genetic factors involved in orofacial clefts are still being considered in serious studies being performed world-wide [36-37].
Other factors such as diet including folic acid, vitamins, zinc and other microelements have a great effect on pregnancy. Some authors also point out that drinking cola and tea might have some influence on pregnancy. Drugs, medicine, corticosteroids, antibiotics and local and general agents used in pregnancy have a great effect on orofacial clefts predisposition.

An environmental study has documented a relationship between heavy metals exposure such as lead, nickel, mercury, cadmium, among other substances, and risk of congenital malformations such as CL/P [53]. Recent studies have found evidence of the influence of environmental pollution on CL/P, specifically ozone and PM2.5 [54]. The mothers who were exposed to air pollution and chlorinated solvents during the first two months of pregnancy as having increased risk of delivering children with CL/P [55-56]. Some socio demographic factors like social exclusion, low economic and educational level, and geographical marginalization have been related to increased incidence of CL/P [57].

In domains such as health services, education training systems, and policies CLP population revealed that they were dissatisfied with the services. It could be attributed to many factors such as awareness in the family about the condition, motivation and support of the family members, literacy level in the family, and socioeconomic status SES of the family. Further, it is assumed that lack of knowledge about the available treatment options and schemes provided by the local administration could have possibly limited the CLP group in seeking support of the health systems/policy for treatment. A major proportion of population in CLP group face barriers due to attitudes of individuals in their community such as authorities, strangers, friends, and family members. It is evident from the results that CLP group encounters barriers in the environment due to the negative attitude of people in their community. It is possible that the attitudes of all these individuals in the community can influence the individuals with CLP negatively

Conclusion

We conclude that there are many factors which can be involved in orofacial clefts predispositions. Improving our knowledge about the risk factors and potential risk factors leading to oral clefts can be very useful in their prevention Education of future mothers about behaviours before and during pregnancy, which can increase the risk of oral clefts is very important. It might cause decrease in the orofacial clefts occurrence and improve local health systems, however lack of information and people’s lack of education might have a great impact on orofacial clefts. Nationwide social awareness programs should be planned that focuses on the environmental factors associated with the congenital factors leading to on cleft lip and cleft palate. It is also important to sincerely collect qualitative as well as quantitative information about defected infants at our examined areas so that there is a strong need for developing educational programme to prevent the health hazards. In India large number of NGOs, government health agencies and health policies and institutes are all time trying to address the problem of treatment and quality care of OFC cases. There is wide acceptance among various health agencies that an improvement in birth defects research, surveillance, and registration and quality treatment is required. Therefore, the community health society will conduct regular for general awareness programme regarding prevention of this congenital malformations or defects.
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